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Data Reuse is Increasingly Important

♦ Nvidia GPUs over 5 generations: Fermi, Maxwell, Kepler, Pascal, Volta
♦ Peak GFLOPs and Peak Mem BW have both increased
♦ But machine balance (Peak_GFLOPs/Peak_BW) has steadily risen => more and more 

constrained by data movement 
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Data Locality Optimization: Dense Tensor Contractions

• Tensor contraction is high-dimension analog of matrix-matrix product
• Each loop index appears in exactly two tensors

• “Contraction index” appears only in input (rhs) tensors: {m, n}
• “External index”: appears in output tensor and one input tensor: {i, k} {j, l}

• TensorGen project (OSU/PNNL) is developing domain-specific compiler for multi-
target (GPU, multi/manycore CPU) optimization of arbitrary tensor contractions
• Specialized schema for optimized data movement/buffering

for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
for (k=0; k<N; k++)
for (l=0; l<N; l++)
for (m=0; m<N; m++)
for (n=0; n<N; n++)
C[i][j][k][l] += A[i][m][k][n]*B[j][n][l][m];

�� 

Domain-Specific Optimization: Tensor Contractions 

 
•  Tensor contraction is high-dimension analog of mat-mat product 
•  Each loop index appears in exactly two tensors 

•  “Contraction index” appear only in input (rhs) tensors: {m, n} 
•  “External index”: in output and one input tensor: {i, k} and {j, l} 

for (i=0; i<N; i++)
 for (j=0; j<N; j++)
  for (k=0; k<N; k++)
   for (l=0; l<N; l++)
    for (m=0; m<N; m++)
     for (n=0; n<N; n++)
      C[i][j][k][l] += A[i][m][k][n]*B[j][n][l][m];
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Matrix Multiplication Schema
C[i][j] += A[i][k]*B[k][j]
q A 2D thread-block computes a 2D 

slice (TixTj) of C using a Ti x Nk slice 
of A and a Nk x Tj slice of B

q Registers are used to hold the TixTj
slice of C

q A TixTk slice of A and a TkxTj slice of 
B are loaded into Shared Memory (1)
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Matrix Multiplication Schema
C[i][j] += A[i][k]*B[k][j]
q A TixTk slice of A and a TkxTj slice of 

B are loaded into Shared Memory (1)
q A column-slice of A and row-slice of B 

are loaded from shared memory to 
registers (2)

q Outer-product contribution added to 
slice of C (3)

q Slice of C is written out to global 
memory (4)
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Generalizing for Arbitrary Tensor Contractions

§ Use same ”outer-product” scheme in registers as dense mat-mult
§ Slice of t3 held in register tiles; maximize reuse of data slices of t2 and v2
§ Many possible ways to map tensor indexes to registers/threads (space) & 

explicit loops (time)
§ Analytical model for global memory transactions as a function of tile sizes
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Figure 2: Overview of the computation of a tensor contraction
for sd2 1 in a thread block

D. Efficient Index Calculation using Pre-computed Arrays
When we load the inputs from global memory to shared

memory and store the output from register to global memory,
we need to figure out the global memory addresses of the
inputs and the output for each thread. Because of register
tiling, each thread needs to calculate several addresses.

When each thread calculates the addresses from the index
values, expensive integer division and modulo operations
inevitably need to be used. Furthermore, some registers are
required to keep the index values. To minimize this overhead,
we use pre-computed arrays that are generated before kernels
are launched to get the calculated addresses of global memory
for inputs such as t2 and v2 and output tensor t3. These are
stored in read-only texture memory.

Fig. 1 shows pseudo-code for our optimized execution of
a portion of a single tensor contraction operation mapped to
a GPU thread block for the sd2 1 kernel. Some of the index
arithmetic is elided (shown in “—”) to simplify the pseudo-
code.

V. FUSION FOR SYMMETRIZED TENSOR CONTRACTIONS

In this section, we discuss our approach to fusing tensor
contractions in CCSD(T) according to the two-level tiling
approach.

A. Constraints on Fusion
First of all, in Table I, tensor contractions in CCSD(T) have

the identical left-hand side (LHS). Therefore, it is technically
possible to fuse tensor contractions with different parts of input
tensors.

For the nine sd2 functions in CCSD(T), a thread block
requires nine pairs of t2 and v2. Because a thread block exclu-
sively produces a part of t3 such as Ti⇥Tj⇥Tk⇥Ta⇥Tb⇥Tc,
the nine pairs of t2 and v2 are as follows:

• sd2 1: (t2) Nd ⇥ Ta ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tj , (v2) Td ⇥ Tk ⇥ Tc ⇥ Tb

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of a tensor contraction for sd2
function

Data: pre t2, pre v2 and pre t3 are pre-computed arrays to
find global memory addresses of t2, v2 and t3,
respectively.

1 kernel tensor contraction(g t3,g t2,g v2,pret2,prev2,pret3)
2 shared double s t2[Ti ⇥ Tj ⇥ Ta][Td];
3 shared double s v2[Td][Tk ⇥ Tc ⇥ Tb];
4 double r t2[Ta] ; // a column vector (Ta ⇥ 1)
5 double r v2[Tb] ; // a row vector (1⇥ Tb)

6 double r t3[Ta][Tb] ; // register tile (Ta ⇥ Tb)

7 for i = 0 to dNd/Tde do
/* (1) Load Inputs from Global Memory

to Shared Memory */

8 if threadIdx.x < Td then
9 for j = 0 to Ta do

10 s t2[threadIdx.y + j ⇥ (Ti ⇥ Tj)][threadIdx.x]
= g t2[pre t2[—] + (threadIdx.x)];

11 end
12 for j = 0 to Tb do
13 s v2[threadIdx.x][threadIdx.y + j⇥ (Tk ⇥Tc)]

= g v2[pre v2[—] + (threadIdx.x)];
14 end
15 end
16 syncthreads();

/* (2) Load Inputs from Shared Memory

to Registers */

17 for j = 0 to Td do
18 for k = 0 to Ta do
19 r t2[k] = s t2[—][j];
20 end
21 for k = 0 to Tb do
22 r v2[k] = s v2[j][—];
23 end

/* (3) Contract Inputs to generate

Output on Registers */

24 for i = 0 to Ta do
25 for j = 0 to Tb do
26 g t3[i][j] += r t2[i] * r v2[j];
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 syncthreads();
31 end

/* (4) Store the Results from Registers

to Global Memory */

32 for i = 0 to Ta do
33 for j = 0 to Tb do
34 g t3[pre t3[—]] = r t3[i][j];
35 end
36 end

• sd2 2: (t2) Nd ⇥ Ta ⇥ Tj ⇥ Tk, (v2) Td ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tc ⇥ Tb

• sd2 3: (t2) Nd ⇥ Ta ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tk, (v2) Td ⇥ Tj ⇥ Tc ⇥ Tb

• sd2 4: (t2) Nd ⇥ Tb ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tj , (v2) Td ⇥ Tk ⇥ Tc ⇥ Ta

• sd2 5: (t2) Nd ⇥ Tb ⇥ Tj ⇥ Tk, (v2) Td ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tc ⇥ Ta

• sd2 6: (t2) Nd ⇥ Tb ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tk, (v2) Td ⇥ Tj ⇥ Tc ⇥ Ta

• sd2 7: (t2) Nd ⇥ Tc ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tj , (v2) Td ⇥ Tk ⇥ Tb ⇥ Ta

• sd2 8: (t2) Nd ⇥ Tc ⇥ Tj ⇥ Tk, (v2) Td ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tb ⇥ Ta

• sd2 9: (t2) Nd ⇥ Tc ⇥ Ti ⇥ Tk, (v2) Td ⇥ Tj ⇥ Tb ⇥ Ta

Then, if a thread block has the above nine pairs of partial

Here, the three-dimensional output tensor L is produced by
contracting three-dimensional tensor R1 and two-dimensional
tensor R2. Each dimension of the tensors is labeled so as
to match the dimensions of the output tensor with those of
the input tensors. To enable unique identification, no two
dimensions of any tensor share the same label. The dimen-
sions of the output tensor are referred to as external indices.
Each external index is in exactly one of the input tensors.
Non-external indices in the input tensors are referred to as
summation indices. Each summation index appears exactly one
in both input tensors of a tensor contraction expression.

In addition, some indices of the tensors exhibit permutation
symmetry (specifically anti-symmetry in our case):

A[i,j] = - A[j,i]

This property can be used to more compactly store these
tensors. Such symmetric indices are grouped and represented
as A[i<j]. When such a tensor is produced from unsymmetric
inputs, an explicit symmetrization is performed. For example,
tensor A[i<j] is produced from B[i] and C[j] as:

A[i<j] = A[i,j] - A[j,i] = B[i].C[j] - B[j].C[i]

These tensor contractions constitute the dominant calcula-
tions in Coupled Cluster methods, ab initio quantum chemistry
methods used in electronic structure calculations [4], [5].
These are a collection of increasingly expensive but accu-
rate methods that improve accuracy over Hartree-Fock by
accounting by multi-electron correlation. Of these, CCSD(T)
(Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles with perturbative triples
correction) is considered the “gold standard” for accurate
electronic structure calculations. CCSD(T) combines iterative
CCSD with a one-time correction using perturbative triples
(T) to achieve much greater chemical accuracy than CCSD
while being much cheaper (O(N7)) as compared to CCSDT
(O(N8)).

In most implementation of Coupled Cluster methods, the
dimensions of the tensors are tiled to store a tensor as a
collection of tiles [6], [7], [8], [9]. Due to the properties of
the tensors, some of the tiles of a tensor are zero or not stored
(because of anti-symmetry). Thus the tensors are effectively
block-sparse multi-dimensional arrays. The tile sizes are cho-
sen based on the available memory and to ensure efficient
communication, maximize computation efficiency throughout
the calculation, and enable dynamic load balancing. Each
tile of the output six-dimensional tensor can be computed in
parallel, allowing the perturbative triples correction to scale to
the largest supercomputers [1], [2], [3].

In this paper, we focus on optimizing the perturbative
triples (henceforth referred to as just triples correction) in
CCSD(T) methods for execution on NVIDIA GPUs. The
triples correction consumes significant fractions of supercom-
puting time and have motivated several optimization efforts.
Table I shows the O(N7) kernels that compute the triples
matrix t3[k>j>i,c>b>a]. The 9 kernels each in sd1 and sd2

Table I: Expressions of the eighteen sd1 and sd2 functions

sd1 1 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, b, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, c, l]
sd1 2 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, b, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, c, l]
sd1 3 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, b, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, c, l]
sd1 4 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, b, c, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, a, l]
sd1 5 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, b, c, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, a, l]
sd1 6 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, b, c, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, a, l]
sd1 7 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, c, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, b, l]
sd1 8 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, c, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, b, l]
sd1 9 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, c, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, b, l]

sd2 1 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, a, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, c, b]
sd2 2 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, a, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, c, b]
sd2 3 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, a, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, c, b]
sd2 4 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, b, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, c, a]
sd2 5 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, b, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, c, a]
sd2 6 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, b, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, c, a]
sd2 7 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, c, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, b, a]
sd2 8 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, c, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, b, a]
sd2 9 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, c, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, b, a]

arise from nine-way symmetrization operations to produce
the output with the desired anti-symmetry. These kernels are
executed for each tile of the six-dimensional output tensor.

The construction of the six-dimensional output tensor from
four-dimensional input tensors provides significant opportuni-
ties for optimization. A key challenge to efficient execution
of these methods is to limit the data movement for the six-
dimensional tensor while efficiently executing the highly rect-
angular tensor contractions. Ma et al. demonstrated pipelined
execution of each kernel on the NVIDIA Tesla GPUs [10].
They further optimized it for the Fermi GPUs by retaining
each tile of the six-dimensional tensor on the GPU until all
its updates are performed [11]. Despite these optimizations,
the triples correction has only been shown to achieve a small
fraction of the peak floating point performance available on
GPUs.

We address the following challenges in optmizing the triples
correction:

• How can we further improve data movement across the
memory hierarchy?

• Can we exploit the reuse each output tensor tile among
the nine symmetrization variants each in sd1 and sd2
functions?

III. MAPPING OF COMPUTATION TO THREAD BLOCKS

We begin describing our algorithm with the mapping of the
computation to each thread block. In this and the following
sections, we will use the following kernel, the first sd2 kernel
listed in the Table I, for illustration:

t3[k, j, i, c, b, a] -= t2[d, a, i, j] * v2[d, k, c, b] (1)

Because the problem size can vary and is not known at
compile-time, we assume that each thread block deals with a
part of the output t3. However, simply partitioning the output t3
among the thread blocks by linearizing t3’s indices would lead
to expensive index calculation overhead. Instead, the output
tensor’s dimensions are partitioned by each index’s tile for
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CCSD(T) Tensor Contractions in NWChem

§ CCSD(T) is an accurate but extremely compute-intensive method in NWChem
§ Newl GPU kernels significantly outperform current GPU code in NWChem
§ Code is being incorporated into NWChemEX
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Figure 10: Performance (in GFLOPS) of the 18 tensor contractions in CCSD(T), Ns = 24, where s 2 {i,j,k,a,b,c,l,d}
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Figure 11: Performance (in GFLOPS) of sd1 and sd2 functions on on V100 (Volta) and P100 (Pascal) GPUs

Here, the three-dimensional output tensor L is produced by
contracting three-dimensional tensor R1 and two-dimensional
tensor R2. Each dimension of the tensors is labeled so as
to match the dimensions of the output tensor with those of
the input tensors. To enable unique identification, no two
dimensions of any tensor share the same label. The dimen-
sions of the output tensor are referred to as external indices.
Each external index is in exactly one of the input tensors.
Non-external indices in the input tensors are referred to as
summation indices. Each summation index appears exactly one
in both input tensors of a tensor contraction expression.

In addition, some indices of the tensors exhibit permutation
symmetry (specifically anti-symmetry in our case):

A[i,j] = - A[j,i]

This property can be used to more compactly store these
tensors. Such symmetric indices are grouped and represented
as A[i<j]. When such a tensor is produced from unsymmetric
inputs, an explicit symmetrization is performed. For example,
tensor A[i<j] is produced from B[i] and C[j] as:

A[i<j] = A[i,j] - A[j,i] = B[i].C[j] - B[j].C[i]

These tensor contractions constitute the dominant calcula-
tions in Coupled Cluster methods, ab initio quantum chemistry
methods used in electronic structure calculations [4], [5].
These are a collection of increasingly expensive but accu-
rate methods that improve accuracy over Hartree-Fock by
accounting by multi-electron correlation. Of these, CCSD(T)
(Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles with perturbative triples
correction) is considered the “gold standard” for accurate
electronic structure calculations. CCSD(T) combines iterative
CCSD with a one-time correction using perturbative triples
(T) to achieve much greater chemical accuracy than CCSD
while being much cheaper (O(N7)) as compared to CCSDT
(O(N8)).

In most implementation of Coupled Cluster methods, the
dimensions of the tensors are tiled to store a tensor as a
collection of tiles [6], [7], [8], [9]. Due to the properties of
the tensors, some of the tiles of a tensor are zero or not stored
(because of anti-symmetry). Thus the tensors are effectively
block-sparse multi-dimensional arrays. The tile sizes are cho-
sen based on the available memory and to ensure efficient
communication, maximize computation efficiency throughout
the calculation, and enable dynamic load balancing. Each
tile of the output six-dimensional tensor can be computed in
parallel, allowing the perturbative triples correction to scale to
the largest supercomputers [1], [2], [3].

In this paper, we focus on optimizing the perturbative
triples (henceforth referred to as just triples correction) in
CCSD(T) methods for execution on NVIDIA GPUs. The
triples correction consumes significant fractions of supercom-
puting time and have motivated several optimization efforts.
Table I shows the O(N7) kernels that compute the triples
matrix t3[k>j>i,c>b>a]. The 9 kernels each in sd1 and sd2

Table I: Expressions of the eighteen sd1 and sd2 functions

sd1 1 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, b, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, c, l]
sd1 2 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, b, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, c, l]
sd1 3 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, b, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, c, l]
sd1 4 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, b, c, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, a, l]
sd1 5 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, b, c, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, a, l]
sd1 6 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, b, c, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, a, l]
sd1 7 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, c, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, b, l]
sd1 8 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, c, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, b, l]
sd1 9 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, c, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, b, l]

sd2 1 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, a, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, c, b]
sd2 2 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, a, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, c, b]
sd2 3 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, a, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, c, b]
sd2 4 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, b, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, c, a]
sd2 5 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, b, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, c, a]
sd2 6 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, b, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, c, a]
sd2 7 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, c, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, b, a]
sd2 8 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, c, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, b, a]
sd2 9 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, c, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, b, a]

arise from nine-way symmetrization operations to produce
the output with the desired anti-symmetry. These kernels are
executed for each tile of the six-dimensional output tensor.

The construction of the six-dimensional output tensor from
four-dimensional input tensors provides significant opportuni-
ties for optimization. A key challenge to efficient execution
of these methods is to limit the data movement for the six-
dimensional tensor while efficiently executing the highly rect-
angular tensor contractions. Ma et al. demonstrated pipelined
execution of each kernel on the NVIDIA Tesla GPUs [10].
They further optimized it for the Fermi GPUs by retaining
each tile of the six-dimensional tensor on the GPU until all
its updates are performed [11]. Despite these optimizations,
the triples correction has only been shown to achieve a small
fraction of the peak floating point performance available on
GPUs.

We address the following challenges in optmizing the triples
correction:

• How can we further improve data movement across the
memory hierarchy?

• Can we exploit the reuse each output tensor tile among
the nine symmetrization variants each in sd1 and sd2
functions?

III. MAPPING OF COMPUTATION TO THREAD BLOCKS

We begin describing our algorithm with the mapping of the
computation to each thread block. In this and the following
sections, we will use the following kernel, the first sd2 kernel
listed in the Table I, for illustration:

t3[k, j, i, c, b, a] -= t2[d, a, i, j] * v2[d, k, c, b] (1)

Because the problem size can vary and is not known at
compile-time, we assume that each thread block deals with a
part of the output t3. However, simply partitioning the output t3
among the thread blocks by linearizing t3’s indices would lead
to expensive index calculation overhead. Instead, the output
tensor’s dimensions are partitioned by each index’s tile for

Here, the three-dimensional output tensor L is produced by
contracting three-dimensional tensor R1 and two-dimensional
tensor R2. Each dimension of the tensors is labeled so as
to match the dimensions of the output tensor with those of
the input tensors. To enable unique identification, no two
dimensions of any tensor share the same label. The dimen-
sions of the output tensor are referred to as external indices.
Each external index is in exactly one of the input tensors.
Non-external indices in the input tensors are referred to as
summation indices. Each summation index appears exactly one
in both input tensors of a tensor contraction expression.

In addition, some indices of the tensors exhibit permutation
symmetry (specifically anti-symmetry in our case):

A[i,j] = - A[j,i]

This property can be used to more compactly store these
tensors. Such symmetric indices are grouped and represented
as A[i<j]. When such a tensor is produced from unsymmetric
inputs, an explicit symmetrization is performed. For example,
tensor A[i<j] is produced from B[i] and C[j] as:

A[i<j] = A[i,j] - A[j,i] = B[i].C[j] - B[j].C[i]

These tensor contractions constitute the dominant calcula-
tions in Coupled Cluster methods, ab initio quantum chemistry
methods used in electronic structure calculations [4], [5].
These are a collection of increasingly expensive but accu-
rate methods that improve accuracy over Hartree-Fock by
accounting by multi-electron correlation. Of these, CCSD(T)
(Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles with perturbative triples
correction) is considered the “gold standard” for accurate
electronic structure calculations. CCSD(T) combines iterative
CCSD with a one-time correction using perturbative triples
(T) to achieve much greater chemical accuracy than CCSD
while being much cheaper (O(N7)) as compared to CCSDT
(O(N8)).

In most implementation of Coupled Cluster methods, the
dimensions of the tensors are tiled to store a tensor as a
collection of tiles [6], [7], [8], [9]. Due to the properties of
the tensors, some of the tiles of a tensor are zero or not stored
(because of anti-symmetry). Thus the tensors are effectively
block-sparse multi-dimensional arrays. The tile sizes are cho-
sen based on the available memory and to ensure efficient
communication, maximize computation efficiency throughout
the calculation, and enable dynamic load balancing. Each
tile of the output six-dimensional tensor can be computed in
parallel, allowing the perturbative triples correction to scale to
the largest supercomputers [1], [2], [3].

In this paper, we focus on optimizing the perturbative
triples (henceforth referred to as just triples correction) in
CCSD(T) methods for execution on NVIDIA GPUs. The
triples correction consumes significant fractions of supercom-
puting time and have motivated several optimization efforts.
Table I shows the O(N7) kernels that compute the triples
matrix t3[k>j>i,c>b>a]. The 9 kernels each in sd1 and sd2

Table I: Expressions of the eighteen sd1 and sd2 functions

sd1 1 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, b, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, c, l]
sd1 2 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, b, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, c, l]
sd1 3 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, b, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, c, l]
sd1 4 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, b, c, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, a, l]
sd1 5 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, b, c, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, a, l]
sd1 6 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, b, c, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, a, l]
sd1 7 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, c, i] ⇤ v2[k, j, b, l]
sd1 8 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[l, a, c, j] ⇤ v2[k, i, b, l]
sd1 9 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[l, a, c, k] ⇤ v2[j, i, b, l]

sd2 1 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, a, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, c, b]
sd2 2 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, a, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, c, b]
sd2 3 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, a, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, c, b]
sd2 4 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, b, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, c, a]
sd2 5 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, b, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, c, a]
sd2 6 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, b, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, c, a]
sd2 7 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, c, i, j] ⇤ v2[d, k, b, a]
sd2 8 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]� = t2[d, c, j, k] ⇤ v2[d, i, b, a]
sd2 9 t3[k, j, i, c, b, a]+ = t2[d, c, i, k] ⇤ v2[d, j, b, a]

arise from nine-way symmetrization operations to produce
the output with the desired anti-symmetry. These kernels are
executed for each tile of the six-dimensional output tensor.

The construction of the six-dimensional output tensor from
four-dimensional input tensors provides significant opportuni-
ties for optimization. A key challenge to efficient execution
of these methods is to limit the data movement for the six-
dimensional tensor while efficiently executing the highly rect-
angular tensor contractions. Ma et al. demonstrated pipelined
execution of each kernel on the NVIDIA Tesla GPUs [10].
They further optimized it for the Fermi GPUs by retaining
each tile of the six-dimensional tensor on the GPU until all
its updates are performed [11]. Despite these optimizations,
the triples correction has only been shown to achieve a small
fraction of the peak floating point performance available on
GPUs.

We address the following challenges in optmizing the triples
correction:

• How can we further improve data movement across the
memory hierarchy?

• Can we exploit the reuse each output tensor tile among
the nine symmetrization variants each in sd1 and sd2
functions?

III. MAPPING OF COMPUTATION TO THREAD BLOCKS

We begin describing our algorithm with the mapping of the
computation to each thread block. In this and the following
sections, we will use the following kernel, the first sd2 kernel
listed in the Table I, for illustration:

t3[k, j, i, c, b, a] -= t2[d, a, i, j] * v2[d, k, c, b] (1)

Because the problem size can vary and is not known at
compile-time, we assume that each thread block deals with a
part of the output t3. However, simply partitioning the output t3
among the thread blocks by linearizing t3’s indices would lead
to expensive index calculation overhead. Instead, the output
tensor’s dimensions are partitioned by each index’s tile for
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What about Sparse Tensor Computations?

♦ Many recent efforts on optimizing sparse tensor computations: TTM 
(Tensor Times Matrix), MTTKRP (Matricized Tensor Times Khatri-Rao 
Product)
§ Is data-movement a fundamental bottleneck? What are useful roofline 

limits?
♦ First seek insights from sparse matrix computation exemplars

§ Many key sparse tensor computations involve only one sparse tensor and one or 
more dense matrices

§ Use SpMM (Sparse-Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication) as sparse matrix 
exemplar to obtain insights
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What is Achievable Performance Limit for SpMM?

♦ Roofline Limits SpMV versus SpMM
§ SpMV: Each sparse matrix element is only used for one FMA; assuming at 

least two words per sparse-matrix element, upper-bound on OI is 1 
FLOP/word = 0.25 Flops/byte (Single-Precision)

§ SpMM: (NxM Sparse) times (MxD Dense) => (NxD Dense)
§ Each sparse-matrix element is used for 2*D FLOPs; each element of 

dense input matrix is used for 2*nnz-avgcol flops; 
§ Often 1 < nnz-avgcol < D, making the dense matrix data volume highest
§ Actually achieved performance (cuSPARSE) gets close to roofline limit for 

many matrices for SpMV but not for SpMM [SuiteSparse Data sets]
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Non-Uniformity of Sparsity Patterns

♦ Performance of SpMM is very dependent on clustered versus scattered 
fraction of sparse-matrix non-zeros

♦ Work in progress: Develop useful abstraction of sparsity structure of a 
matrix to guide selection of effective tile size for SpMM
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Can Matrix Reordering Improve Performance?

♦ Can clustering of non-zeros be improved via matrix reordering to 
improve SpMM performance?

♦ Work in progress: Evaluate existing matrix reordering schemes and 
explore new schemes
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Summary

♦ Data locality optimization is increasingly important as machine balance 
parameters shift the critical Operational Intensity upwards

♦ Efficient implementation of dense tensor contraction on GPUs by adapting 
well-known scheme for dense matrix multiplication

♦ Sparse tensor computations are very challenging to optimize
§ Seek insights first from sparse matrix computations

♦ Open Question: Is Sparse-Dense Matrix Multiplication (SpMM) for 
representative matrices data-movement limited?

♦ Open Question: Can sparse matrix reordering have a significant impact on 
performance of SpMM?

♦ Same questions for sparse tensor computations more difficult to answer
♦ Key Need: A repository with a large number of realistic tensor datasets for 

various demanding tensor computations


